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Relationships

Staff

Parents and Community Members
- Being visible before school, after school, and other events
- Listening
- Communication
  - Newsletters
  - Weekly phone calls home
  - Formal and informal conversations
  - Parent groups

Students
- Learning every student's name
- Being visible in classrooms, at recess, lunch and after school
- Listening
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Parents and Community Members

• Being visible before school, after school, and other events
• Listening
• Communication
  • Newsletters
  • Weekly phone calls home
  • Formal and Informal conversations
  • Parent groups
Curricular Focus

Shifts in ELA
- Balance between non-fiction and fictional text
- Text complexity and text dependent questions
- Development of academic vocabulary for all across all disciplines
- Close reading of text

Cultures of Questioning and Exploration
- Essential Question vs. Nonessential Question
- Enriching Understandings
- Embedded and purposeful technology use

Shifts in Mathematics
- Developing mathematical thinking among teachers
- Fidelity of implementation of the core curriculum
- Questioning throughout the lesson
- Development of the understanding of the Standards for Mathematical Practices
Culture of Questioning and Exploration

- Essential Questions vs Non-essential Questions
- Enduring Understandings
- Embedded and purposeful technology use
Shifts in ELA

• Balance between non-fiction and fictional text
• Text complexity and text dependent questions
• Development of academic vocabulary for all across all disciplines
• Close reading of text
Shifts in Mathematics

- Developing mathematical thinking among teachers
- Fidelity of implementation of the core curriculum
- Questioning throughout the lesson
- Development of the understanding of the Standards for Mathematical Practices
Opportunities

After-School STEM Academies
- Engineering
- Robotics
- Computer coding

Global Impact
- P21 Sustainability
- Recycling and Re-Purposing
- Careers
- College and Career Fair
  - Boeing Engineers
  - Video Game Design Field
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Risk - Takers

- Innovators
- Collaborators
- Critical Thinkers
- Global Citizens
- Problem Solvers
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